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Abstract
As society progresses and as time passes, Education is starting to be the most vital requirement when getting any
reasonable job. The most important of these education systems being College. Around 5 million people in the United
States alone apply to college every year in the hopes of attaining these goals. In an effort to weed out students
quickly colleges utilize structured standardized systems like GPA, or Test scores, but to truly analyze the student
colleges use Essays. Unlike its counterparts in the college admission process, the Essay is hard to predict, and even
harder to perfect. In an effort to optimize these strategies, the authors created a complex AHP Strategy and Ranking
method based off of the most recent University of California Essay Questions. These methods allow students to rank
their strengths, weaknesses and overall provide a strong basis of strategy for students to improve their chances of
getting into colleges that are becoming vital to survive in the modern world. This data was collected over simple
surveying over 2 main data groups. This AHP Method develops more QFD, and Text Mining data acquisition
methods in the main effort to finally offer the best strategy and plan to all students alike.
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